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UNCONSCIOUS TUITION.:

BY unconscious tuition I mean that
part of a teacher's work vhich

he does when he seems not to be do-
ing anything at his work at all. It has
appeared to me that some of the
imost nutritive and effective functions
of an instructor are really perf .rmed
wvhile he seems least to be instructing.
To apprehend these fugitiveand subtile
forces, playing through the business of
education with such fine energy, and
if possible to bring them withmn the
range of a practical dealing and disci-
pline, is the scope of my present de-
sign.

The central thought of my doctrine
assumes that the ultimate or total
object of the teacher's profession is
not the communication of knowledge;
or even, according to the favourite
modern formula, the btimulating of
the kunoinigfacidty, if by the knowing
faculty we understand a faculty quite
distinguished and separate froni the
believing faculty, the sensibilitv, and
the will. It lias been generally ad-
mitted, for a long time, that education
does not consist in inserting facts in
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the pupils' ienory, like specimens in
a cabinet, or freight stowed in the hold
of a ship. But not only must we dis-
miss those mechanical resemblances
which liken the mind to a storehouse,
a museuni, or a hbrary; we must also
carry our conception of learning
above the notion of an agile and
adroit brain. Education does not
consist in provoking bare intellectual
dexterity any more than in presenting
ascertained truth to the intellectual
perceptions; or in both together.
Education involves app:als to faith,
to feeling, to volition.

In a word, education is not the
training of the mind, but the training
of the man. Being the discipline of
an organized subject, it is organic in
its own natnre. No analytical classi-
fication can partition off tne elements
of humanity like the ingredients of a
soil. Even of a tree we cannot rear
a single branch independently of tht:
other, unless we kill the others back
by violence. One-sidedness lias been
the vice of all systems of education
hitherto, and every legitimate advance
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